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Artikkeli kâsittelee leksikaalisten sâäntöjen esittämiseen kehittämã¿ini
formalismia, joka voidaan ymmärtää Koskenniemen (1983)
kaksitasomorfologian laajennukseksi syntaksiin ja semantiikkaan piiin.
Formalismin avulla voidaan k¿isitellä leksikaalisten entryjen sis¿ilt¿im¿iii

syntaktis-semanttistä tietoa, erityisesti sanannluodostt¡ksessa rarvittavia
rajoituksia ja piirteiden periytymistä. Entryjen syntaktis-semanttiset
piirteet on koodattu entryihin templaatteina, ja leksikaaliset s¿i¿innöt

mä¿irittävät entryjen väliset suhteet templaatti-vasta¿rvuuksina.

l. Introduction

The paper preserìts a fornralism to deal with syntactic and semantic

restrictions in word-fo¡mation, especially with those found in de¡ivation. The

formalism is based on Jokinen (ms.), and its aim is to provide a¡ì exterìsion

to the finite-state morphophonology of Koskenniemi's Twol-Level Model

(1983). Each lexical entry, i.e. a morpheme string, is assigned a set of

tenrplates that encode its syntactic and semantic properties, and a notion of

Iexical rule is introduced to detenrrine corespondences betrveen tentplltes of

the entries that stand in a lexical relation. Application of a rule cun be

inrplemented as a finite-state transducer.

2. The I'wo-Level Model and Dcrivation

I)erivution is governed by lomral and lexical restrictions. The fonner dell

rvith morphophonologicll constrrints, the lltter with syntactic rtnd sernitntic

conrpltibility ol' the clerivation. The surfitce fbnn of tt clerivr'tl u'ortl is

detcr¡nined by the nxrrphophonological n¡les of the grruìlrìrar.



In the Two-L¡vel Model (TWOL), f<lrmul constraints are dcscribecl hv

continultion classes that determine possible continu¿rtions fiotr rt ntorphcrtre.

Horvever. there are two sources of overgeneration in TWOI-. First, lt

conti¡ìu¿rtion class can ¡efer back to itseli and thus recursive nxrrphenre

strings are accepted (e.g. hae+t+ut+ut+ut+utta'fetch+CUR+CUR+CUR+

CUR+CUR'). Second, continuations based on nrorphophonologicirl

sinrilarities fail to distinguish between entries that have the s¿rnle irrflectional

propenies, but due to semantics, differ in their derivational possibilities (e.g.

stative 3-syllabic TA-verb vilutta 'feel cold' does not have ¿r cu.rsative-

curâtive derivative *vilu+ utta 'make someone feel cold', though the

activity verb of the same morphological type, asetta 'put', has a regular

curative form aset+utta'make someone put').

To deal with the lexical constraints, we propose a new type of rule, a

Iexical nrle, rvhich operates on the syntactic and semântic inforrn¿rti<¡n

encoded in the entries. Input for a rule consists of lexical enlries, i.e.

morpheme strings, and the rule determines bi-directional relatkxs between

the entries by relating their morphosyntâctic and semantic inforrlation.

Lexical rules are separate from the morphophonological ones, and they

transmit the information encoded in the morphemes to word-f<¡rnrs used in

the syntactic analysis.

Phonological realization of a morpheme string is taken care of by

TïVOL. Lexical representation is mapped to the correct surface

representation as discussed in Koskenniemi (1983). Well-formedness of a

string is automatically guaranteed in TWOL, and thus we avoid the

completeness problem described by Calder & te Linde¡t (1987). The overall

picture of TWOL and the proposed extension is presented in Figure 1.
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3. The Trvo-Level Lexicon

Lexical entries in the TWOL lexicon a¡e morpheme strings. Strings of

length one are the stems and the affixes of the language, and their

concatenâtions correspond to word-forms of the language. Lexical entries are

recursively defined as follows:

If A and B are lexical entries, then A+B is a lexical entry, where +

marks the concatenation of the two entries governed by a lexical rLrle.

A lexical enlry includes information about its morphophonological fomr (P),

combinatorics (C) and syntactic and semantic properties (S). It is represented

as a triple of the form:

<P,C,S>.
Morphophonological form is also the lexical representation of an entry, and

it encodes e.g. morphophonological altemations. Combinatorics rel'ers to

concatenation of the morphemes. Each entry is assigned a continuation cluss

that determines the set of affixes that can be concatenated to the entrf irt

questiorì. Continuation classes deternrine morphente order and thev iiìso

encode morphophonological selection between a stenr and a suffix.

Syntactic and semantic properties associated with an entry are encodecl

inlo a set of tenrplate names. A template is an abb¡eviation for a bod¡' of

infomration, and it refe¡s either to an atomic feature or to a compìex feature

structure (cf. Karttunen 1986). A template is referred to by its nlnre.:

Lexical rules treat tenrplate nrmes as atonric entities, ancl the internltl

strì"¡cture of the templates is not'seen' at the level of rvord-fonlution. For

syntactic purposes, however, the names can be conpiled into representations

structured for the analysis at that level. This indetenlrinacv in the

interpretation of the template names is an indication of the flexibility of the

lexicon: the same data base can be interpreted in several rval's.

The templates are of two types: feature templutes (f-tenrplates) encode

syntactic and sema¡rtic information, ivtd operaîíonal tenrylatcs (o-tenrpltttes)

encode lexical rules (cf. tenrplates and lexical rules in DPATR. Kltrttttnen

1986). The two typcs irre fornurlly distinguished by an excliutration nrtrk rt

1 I'krwever, we will often use the short term template instead of tenrplltte
n¿rme. Because lexical rules operate on tenrplate natles onh'. so no

nrisuncierst¡rnding is possible.



the end of the nrme of the o-tenlplate. An entry ntity have scveral f'-

templates, but an o-template always appears alone. F-terrrpl;ttcs can also

subst¡nle other f-templates, and thus tentplate names have implication

relations like AgSrràj > Agentivity, i.e. if an entry has the feature 'agentive

subject', it also has the feature 'agentive'.

Sample entries are given in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 presents the

Finnish verb entry for muutta 'move, change, turn into', and Figure 3 the

continuation class A/V. Capital leners mark morphophonemes, and

parentheses are used to differentiate between various senses of the sante

morphophonological form. Template names are to be interpreted as follows:

Trans = transitive, Intrâns = intransitive, Caus = causative, AgSubj =

subject-argument with the feature 'agentive', PathArg = argument referring

to a path moved from one place to another (Jackendoff 1983), ChangeArg

= argument referring to a change from one state to another, Change-in-

Loc = verb class that includes verbs denoting change in location, Change-

in-State = verb class that includes verbs denoting change in state. The

semantics of the entries is expressed as an English translation between the

quotes, and the template Ftrs is to remind that the template description is

only partial. The o-templates encode lexical rules that aro used to fornt

curative, passive, reflexive and frequentative verb forms.

muutT A/V "((V Change-in-Loc Caus AgSubj PathArg
((Trans 'change, move' Ftrs)

(Intrans 'move house' Ftrs))
(V Change-in-State Trans Caus ChangeArg 'turn into' Ftrs))";

Figure 2.
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Figure 3.



4. Lexical rules in TIVOL

As described in Jokinen (ms.), lexical rules a¡e encoded into affixes and

they operato on stems. They determine the relation between a stem and its

derivation in terms of template correspondences. A relation is permitted, i.e.

an application of a rule is accepted, if each of the template conespondences

is accepted. Thus derivation in the sense of deriving one form from another

is not included in the formalism, but the description is declarative. A

lexical ¡ule is defined as a triple:

<N, I,O>
where N is the nanre of the rule, I a set of input templates, and O a set of

output templates. The input templates refer to the templates of the stem, and

the output templates to the templates of the result.'? Each template nanre

¡eferred to by a rule must be explicitly present in the input template list.

If a name is embedded in an implication relation, it must be spelled out

before the application of the rule.

The rule determines three kinds of correspondences benveen the input

and output templates. If the input has templates not explicitÌy nlentioned in

the rule, these ¿rre transferred to the output as such.

Restrictions specify failing (negative) conditions of the rule. The

¡ese¡ved name FAIL is used as the output correspondent of a forbidclen

input template name. If any of the templates having FAIL as the

correspondent appears in the input's template list, application of the rule is

blocked.

Operations describe the nranipulation of the input infbrntation: change

in the ten.rplate interpretation, deletion of a template from the otitptit. ttncl

adrling of a template that is missing in the inpr"rt. The two last alternatives

related to the reserved template NONE: deletion has NONE in the output.

aclding in the input. The input tenrplates are considered obligatorl' (except

t 'fhe delìnition can be conrpared to the interprctation ol' it fL¡nctor in
Ilocksema and Janda (19[ì8): every functor-category is re¡rresentecl as a

triple consistirrg of the ûrgument (input-categor¡'), the vrrlLre (ot¡lpt¡l-

category) and the operation performed. However, we regltrd thc operlttions
considcred by Hoeksema and Janda (addition, ptrmutiltion, teplitcentent.
subtraction) as operations concerning the morphophonologicrrl reitlization of
a rulc mlher than its lexicrl functioning that we are interested in.



tor NONE): if any of them is nrissing in the argument, the rule itpplicittion

fails.

Specifications list the templates to be added to the outpt¡t as arr

indication of the ¡ule application. An argument may already hitve

specification templates, in which case specifications appear redundant.

Optional correspondences are intended to help rule writing by

allowing adjustment of the rule with respect to different inputs: they encode

disjunctions of the same rule. They are operations, but the input templates

a¡e not considered obligatory: if they are found, the operation indicated is

performed, otherwise no action is taken.

No special correspondence type is needed to state necessary (positive)

conditions of a rule: this is already expressed by oper¿ìtional

correspondences. On the other hand, obligatory templates that do not

'change', are expressed by an identity relation: this kind of operational

correspondence guarantees that the input template is mapped as it is onto

the output.

None of the correspondence types is obligatory in a rule. However, at

least one of them must be present: if there is nothing to say abottt a

relation between two entries, no rule exists at all.j

t As K¡ister Linden suggested to me, the rule can be formalized with the
help of three primary operations Insert, Delete and Exist representing the
biçvecto¡ operations bit-and, bit-or and find, respectively. If P, Q, R and
S represent correspondences, and Oper is an abbreviation for the Insert,
Delete and Change (= Delete and Insert) operations, the rule can be

expressed as the following logical formula:
RESTR: -Exist (P)
OPER: &. I Exist (Q) & Oper (Q) ]
SPEC: 8. I Exist (R) v CExist (R) & Insert (R) ) ]
OPT: & [ ( Exist (S) & Oper (S) ) v -Exist (S) ]
In other words, restrictions refer to negative existence in the bit vector,

operations to existence check and either insertion, deletion or change,
specifications to existence check and inse¡tion if not found, and finally,
options to existence check and insertion, deletion or change or negative
existence.



5. An Example

Below is given a sample rule for the productive U-passivization in Finnish.

The morphemes listed in (1a) encode the rule given in (1b). The four types

of correspondence are written on separate lines, and abbreviations are used

to name the conespondence type.

(1a) {U-PASS} =(Nl, NTU/, t\t/, (lnTUl, lrTU/,lsT].Jl)
(lb)
U.PASSIVE!
RESTR: AGSUBJ PASS EMOTIVE COMM STATE MODAL WEATHER

FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL FAIL
OPER: CAUS TRANS SUBJ OBJ

PASS INTRANS NONE SUBJ
SPEC: AUTOM

The rule says that U-passivization is not possible from verbs that have agentive

subjects, are already passives, or belong to emotive, communication. state, nroclltl

or weâther verbs. On the other hand, the verb must be car¡sative, transitive ltnd

have subject and object arguments.t The operations map the input template nantes

causative and transitive onto the output template names passil'e and intransitivc.

the object argument of the input to the subject argument of the output, itnd tielete

the subject argument of the input by mapping it to NONE on the output.5 Finrtlll .

the result is specified as having the feature automative.ó

An output of the U-passive! rule applied to the sample verb ir¡¿rtt¡¡r¿ 'ntove.

change; move house; turn into' is given below. Only the sense 'ntrn into' fultils

the requirements of the rule; the two other senses have agentive subjects. The

semíìntics of the result is not specified.

o Transitivity of course presupposes the subject and object argunrents. bttt
their explicit presence is required because of the argument changing relation
th¿Ìt the passivization n¡le encodes.

5 Implications of the object-subject-conespondence on the syntactic level
(e.g. case marking) are not spelled in the rule, but is part of the syntitctic
interpretrtion of the templates OBJ and SUBJ.

ó This encodes the special meaning of the U-pnssives in Finnish: i.ìn È\'ent
is conceived as Írutonlative that takes pl:rce without any overt citr¡ser. Tht¡s
verbs with clearly agentive subjects fuil to form U-passives. see Jokinerr
(nrs.).



¡ruutTu /V "( (V Chlnge-in-State Atltom Pílss lntritns ChltngeArg
'PassOf(turn into)' Ftrs) )"

6. Finiteness

For pointing out the finiteness of the formalism, I am grateful to Krister Linclen for

the tbllorving observation. Given the set of templates T, we cân construct Lt power-

set of T rvith 2'r'' elements. We then construct a n<¡tr-determi¡tistic finite state

transducer with one state for each element in the power-set. A rule in the proposed

formalism defines a non-deterministic nansition fronr one state to a set of other

states. As such, an equivalent deterministic FST can be constn¡ctetl f<lr lny non-

deterministic FST used as an acceptor since a deterministic FSA can ahvn¡'s be

constmcted that accepts exactly the same language as a non-cleternrinistic FSA

(Hopcroft & ullman 1979). In this case, the detemrinistic FST has 22"t nunrber of

states.T
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